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Murder Mystery Dinner Theatre & Team Building
http://www.kmprod.com/mysteriously-yours

Bio
(Please readImportant info at the bottom of this page before contacting us about this program)

What's this?!
... suspicious characters mingling at your cocktail reception?...was that a
confession of jealousy you overheard?...did a strange man whisper of revenge?...
and who is that mysterious woman you're talking to??!! Just when you think
you've found out who the characters are and how they relate to each other,
someone you've just met... dies!!! A detective leads the investigation, during
dinner. The suspicious characters are spread throughout the room, sitting at the
tables with you. Do some of them work with you? The jokes fly non-stop! The
action is fast and furious! The suspense is unbearable! Finally ... you get to sift
through the tangled web of clues and evidence and see if you can figure out:
Whodunnit?!
Show Description
TEAM BUILDING can be MURDER
(and you'll love it!)
As well as being extremely entertaining, and interactive a Murder Mystery really lends itself to
Team Building!

Guests utilize:
Communication Skills
Investigative Abilities
Problem-Solving Techniques and
Teamwork to solve a Hilarious Whodunit?!
... while Reducing Stress through Laughter!
To further promote team-building, we can incorporate the following:
Each table can become a team, and elect a captain;
Team members all keep track of clues and information;
When instructed to do so, each team must come to a consensus as to whodunit? and what
clues led them to that conclusion. Their solutions are collected;
After the detective has completed his summation and arrested the guilty party, the team
with the correct solution can win a prize. If more than one team solves the mystery
correctly, a draw can be held to determine the winning team!

Currently Showcasing >>>
Foul Play
It's the grand birthday celebration for Toronto’s most successful theatre magnate, Ambrose Tall.
Here you can rub elbows with the rich and famous: Including Hollywood North’s silent movie
sweetheart, Marilyn Pickford, the Yankees own “Sultan of Swat”, Babe Ruth, the soft drink tycoon
J. J. McAle, and the aristocratic Duchess von Horton. But, when the guest of honour fails to
arrive, what begins as a celebrity-studded birthday bash quickly turns into a case of… Murder! See
if you can help Toronto Constabulary’s Detective Merdock piece together the clues and evidence
and solve the case!
Murder At Sea
(A Cruise Of TITANIC Proportions) ... Just sit right back and you’ll hear a tale .. a tale of a fateful
trip!” ...All Aboard!... for this hilarious, nautical whodunit?! Featuring Hercule Perrier
and other hilarious characters!

Speakeasy
A Roaring 20s Murder Mystery; Flappers & Gangsters & Gunshots Oh, My!

No Time To Kill - A Time Travelling Murder Mystery
Join us for the Scientific Symposium on Time Travel as we count down the seconds until the
arrival of Professor Chronos and the unveilling of his time machine. But when Professor Chromos
ends up dead and the time machine goes missing, there's no time to lose! Luckily Sherlock Holmes
and his trusty partner Dr. Watson are on the case. Together they must unravel the mystery
before it's too late!

NOTE: Murder Mystery titles are all subject to cast availability depending on the date and the
location.

***Unfortunately none of the above programs are available
"virtually."
For a great selection of "virtual" entertainment programs, start here andhere.
VERY IMPORTANT: Murder Mysteries are "dinner theatre" shows. As such, they require an
entirely-seated audience (i.e. banquet tables)as well as the undivided attention of the
entire audience. They work best as interactive entertainment for luncheons/dinners/banquets
as the dialogue among the actors takes place in between the courses of the meal (in conjunction
with coordination with the on-site catering staff.) They are not suitable for events such as
receptions; hospitality suites or any type of casual environment where the guests are standing,
mixing and mingling with each other. They also do not work, virtually. There are other
appropriate forms of entertainment for these types of events which we would be glad to suggest
to you.
Costs for the above programs are dependent on the location of the off-site event; and the total
number of attendees. For events more than (1) hour outside of the greater Toronto area,
accommodations and meals for cast members may also be required.
For more information &fees***contact us.

*** Off-site, LIVE events only ***(i.e. Client books the meeting or banquet space, the catering
requirements & the show comes to you.) Minimum 25 participants. For a great team building
program for a minimum of 15 participants, please click here.)

